Flowers show an unrivalled diversity as reproductive organs but the evolutionary forces underlying this diversity are still poorly understood. In animal-pollinated species, flower shape is fashioned by selection imposed by pollinators, which is expected to vary according to specific guilds of effective pollinators. Using the Antillean subtribe Gesneriinae (Gesneriaceae), we tested the hypothesis that the corolla shapes of specialists effectively pollinated by one functional type of pollinator have maintained more similar shapes through time due to stronger selection constraints than those of species effectively pollinated by more than one functional type of pollinator. Using geometric morphometrics, we show that corolla shape can differentiate hummingbird specialists, bat specialists, and species with a mixed-pollination strategy (pollinated by hummingbirds, bats, and occasionally insects). Then, using evolutionary models, we show that the corolla shape of hummingbird specialists has been evolving under balancing selection, whereas a neutral model of evolution was favoured for mixed-pollination species. This suggests that the corolla shape of pollination specialists remains more similar over macro-evolutionary periods of time to remain fitted to their pollinators. In contrast, corollas of species with a mixed-pollination and thus more generalized strategy vary more, potentially because they experience effective pollination over a wider corolla shape space.
Introduction distance along the curve of the corolla (13 on each side) between the landmarks at the base of the corolla and at the base of the petal lobes. The landmark data was imported in R (R core 136 team, 2014) where it was transformed by generalized Procrustes analysis using the geomorph 137 R package (Adams and Otárola-Castillo, 2013) . This analysis translates specimens to the 138 origin, scales them to unit-centroid size, and rotates them using a least-squares criterion until 139 the coordinates of corresponding points align as closely as possible (Klingenberg, 2010) . The 140 semi-landmarks on curves were slid along their tangent directions during the superimposition 141 by minimizing the Procrustes distance between the reference and target specimen (Bookstein, 142 1997). Size was not considered in the analyses because we were interested in shape and 143 because a proper scale was not available for all specimens. 144 Each photograph was numerized twice and a Procrustes ANOVA was performed to quan-145 tify the variance explained by the technical replicates in the whole dataset. These replicates 146 were combined for the remaining analyses. We also used a Procrustes ANOVA to quantify 147 the variation among the replicated photographs of the same flowers; these replicates were 148 not included in the final analyses. The Procrustes aligned specimens were projected into the 149 tangent space using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the covariance matrix. The
150
PCA scores represent the shape variables that were used in the following analyses.
151
To characterize the total morphological variation for each pollination syndrome, we es-152 timated the distance of the mean corolla shape of each species to the pollinator syndrome 153 centroid in multivariate space and tested if these distances were different for the different 154 syndromes. This was done using the betadisper function of the vegan package in R and the 155 differences were tested by ANOVA. We also partitioned the variation into intraspecific and 156 interspecific components for each pollination syndrome using Procrustes ANOVA, reporting 157 adjusted R 2 values.
158

Phylogenetic comparative analyses 159
Ancestral pollinators were estimated at all nodes of the phylogeny except for the root as 160 such estimates are generally unreliable (Gascuel and Steel, 2014 (Huelsenbeck et al., 2003) . Two thousand character histories were simulated on the maximum 167 clade credibility tree using the phytools R package. The joint probabilities of observing 168 each state at each node were then estimated. The number of transitions between states was 169 counted by attributing to each node the state with maximum joint probability and counting 170 6 the number of each type of transition on all branches of the phylogeny (except between the root and its daughter clades). The same approach was also performed on 5000 trees sampled from the posterior distribution of trees to get credible intervals around the estimates.
accounted for only 0.56% of the total variance in the complete dataset. Consequently, the mean shape per individual was used for the remaining analyses.
242
The projection of the landmarks into the tangent space by mean of PCA, hereafter named 243 the morphospace, shows that the hummingbird specialists can be differentiated from the 244 rest of the species using corolla shape ( Fig. 2A) . These groups are differentiated by the 245 first principal component that characterizes floral opening ( Fig. 2A) , which represents the The pollination syndromes did not have a significantly different corolla variation among 263 species (ANOVA: F = 1.92, df = 2, p = 0.1654). The partitioning of the shape variance 264 for the different pollination syndromes showed that the proportion of variance explained 265 among species corresponded to 81.4% (p < 0.001) for hummingbird pollinated species, 91.3% 266 (p = 0.22) for bat pollinated species and 50.4% (p < 0.001) for mixed-pollination species.
267
The result of the variance partitioning for the bat pollinated species would be interpreted 268 with caution though because there were few replicated individuals within species for this 269 syndrome.
270
Evolutionary models 271
To test if corolla shape has been evolving under balancing selection, we fitted OU and BM 272 models on the posterior distribution of species trees and compared their fit by AIC. Because 273 a smaller AIC value is better, a positive difference in AIC between the simpler and the 274 9 ning flowers in three dimensions requires fresh material, which is not available for the current group as the vast majority of species are not found in gardens. In lieu of a 3D approach, 311 the present results show the power of geometric morphometrics for studying floral shapes.
312
Indeed, geometric morphometric methods are especially insightful for studying the associ-313 ations between floral shape variation and pollination biology because they provide better 314 shape characterization than simple linear measurements and by their capacity to easily sep-315 arate size and shape aspects of floral variation (van der Niet et al., 2010) . Supporting this, 316 a recent study on the genetic basis of flower shape variation in Rhytidophyllum has shown 317 that geometric morphometrics allowed a more thorough shape characterization than simple 318 traits (Alexandre et al., 2015) .
319
Selective forces acting on floral shape 320 We found that the different pollination syndromes had relatively similar overall variation, 321 a pattern that can be observed when inspecting the dispersion of individuals on the mor-322 phospace ( Fig. 2A) and confirmed by the distance-based variance analyses including all 323 shape dimensions. This might be suggestive of similar selective pressure on flower shape for 324 the different pollination syndromes, but reaching such a conclusion would ignore the distinct 325 evolutionary histories of the syndromes. Indeed, because the pattern observed amongst liv-326 ing species represents the end result of evolution in groups that have diverged for different 327 amounts of time, it is important to use a phylogenetic approach to quantify selection pressure 328 at macro-evolutionary scales.
329
Based on previous studies that estimated selection pressures on floral traits for special-330 ists and generalists at the intraspecific level (Muchhala, 2006; Gómez and Perfectti, 2010; 331 Cresswell, 1998), we hypothesized that evidence for balancing selection on flower shape of 332 specialists might also be detectable at macro-evolutionary scales, and that its strength would 333 be greater than for species with a mixed-pollination strategy. We used a censored approach to 334 quantify balancing selection within each pollination syndrome using an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 335 (OU) model and tested evidence for selection by comparing this model to a simpler neutral 336 model of evolution (Brownian motion). The idea behind our approach was to quantify a po-337 tential macroevolutionary selective pressure within pollination syndromes that would work 338 to pull corollas toward an optimal shape, while random mutation processes adds morpholog-339 ical variance in the model. Of course, we acknowledge that other types of selection might 340 have been important as well. For instance, there was certainly directional selection occurring 341 during pollination syndrome transitions. However, our censored approach should remove the 342 influence of selection that is acting during pollination syndrome transitions. Selection could 343 also have shaped floral morphology of some species, either via selection by specific pollinator 344 species or because of interspecific competition for pollinators. However, these latter selective 345 forces should be (mostly) independent among lineages and thus should not mask the major macroevolutionary trends. 347 We found a clear support for the OU model for describing the flower shape evolution of 348 hummingbird pollinated species, which suggests the presence of an optimal corolla shape for 349 these species and a balancing selection pressure that works to maintain corolla shapes close 350 to its optimal shape, resulting in a relative morphological stasis in a macro-evolutionary 
367
It has been suggested that the presence of a constriction at the base of the corolla for 368 Gesneriinae species with a mixed-pollination strategy could serve to present the nectar to 369 the bats and guide hummingbirds for them to enter in contact with the reproductive organs 370 (Martén-Rodríguez et al., 2009 ). This syndrome might thus represent a good candidate for 371 floral shape evolution via trade-off effects, where the syndrome shape represents an adap-372 tation to pollination by bats and hummingbirds, even though it might not be optimal for 373 either of these (Aigner, 2001) . Under this scenario, the constriction at the base of corollas 374 with shapes otherwise adapted to bats (wide opening) might allow effective hummingbird 375 pollination while maintaining bat pollination (Fig. 3) . This strategy might be particularly hummingbird pollinated species (B) . The large dots on the plot represent the species means and the individual floral shapes (small dots) are associated with their species mean by gray lines. The corolla shape variation along the first three principal components are shown to the right (plus or minus 2 standard deviation from the mean shape).
Figure 3:
Imaginary example demonstrating how the generalist mixed-pollination syndrome might evolve via trade-off effects. The x-axis is a fictitious floral shape vector to illustrate the concept; real fitness landscapes are more likely to be multi-dimensional. Shapes to the left of the axis are better fitted to bat pollination and those to the right to hummingbird pollination. The curves represent the plant fitness for different flower shapes when bats, hummingbirds or both pollinators are present. Floral shapes of the mixed-pollination syndrome, with a constriction at the base of the corolla and a wide opening, have the capacity to be effectively pollinated by both types of pollinators even though their fitness is suboptimal with both bats and hummingbirds. Yet, this mixed-pollination shape could be favoured by selection if both pollinators are present.
